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One of the leading casebooks in the field, The Law of Debtors and Creditorsfeatures forty problem

sets with realistic questions a lawyer considers in confronting the statutory provisions for a

bankruptcy case. Explanatory text throughout makes bankruptcy law accessible to students and

easier to teach. The material is organized functionally--as a bankruptcy case would unfold--making

the presentation logical and sensible. By separating consumer bankruptcy from business

bankruptcy, professors can select the depth of coverage for each course.The Seventh Edition

produces expanded coverage of business bankruptcy topics such as corporate governance in

bankruptcy and bankruptcy sales. Discussion of over a half-dozen recent Supreme Court cases on

bankruptcy includes Stern v. Marshall. Adjustments to teaching approach to means test and other

2005 amendment topics reflect existing law and practice and help students learn.Features:forty

problem sets--featuring the realistic questions a lawyer considers in confronting the statutory

provisions for a bankruptcy caseexplanatory text makes bankruptcy law accessible to students and

easier to teachorganized functionally, as a bankruptcy case would unfold--logical and

sensibleseparates consumer bankruptcy from business bankruptcyprovides greater claritypermits

professors to select depth of coverageThoroughly updated, the revised Seventh Edition

presents:expanded coverage of business bankruptcy topicscorporate governance in

bankruptcybankruptcy salesdiscussion of recent Supreme Court cases on bankruptcy, including

Stern v. Marshalladjustments to teaching approach to means test and other 2005 amendment topics

to reflect existing law and practice
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Law

Unexpectedly well written. Excellent problems. Humor intertwined for those who pay clise sttention.

Amazed by the prior reviews, I clicked each reviewers' public link to see if any of them might be

associated with the publisher or the authors. Each review seems to be legitimate. I am left

befuddled. Perhaps the reviews reflect the fact that competing texts on bankruptcy are even worse.

G-d forbid.This text features many case excerpts. Sometimes a single case is split into multiple

excerpts with instructional material sandwiched between the excerpts. There are silly, decorative

lines meant to signal the switch between case and text material. Still, I find myself continually

confused about the nature of my reading. I am forced to go back, look for the decorative cues, and

try to figure out whether a particular portion is actually a part of a given case.A code book is

necessary in a course of this type. Precious little attention is given to breaking the code down in this

textbook. In fact, very little attention is given to the realities of filing any sort of bankruptcy. Sample

forms are not included in the text. Students access them via the internet and a particular instructor

may or may not dedicate any substantial time to them.I am posting this review after an extensive

on-line search for a resource with which to teach myself bankruptcy. I am annoyed by the fact that

the most recommended study aid is also offered by this publisher. But, of course, it is.

Haven't read it all but up until now the book is easy to read (w/ some humor in every page), and the

material is divided in digestible sections. I'm not a fan of casebooks but this is fine.

Do not consider this book of you are hoping to teach yourself bankruptcy. This is one of the most

disorganized and unhelpful casebooks I have come across in three years of law school.

An excellent text
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